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and visit our new website au.citifirst.com to view all other CitiFirst Warrants 
 

Remember: All CitiFirst ASX quoted Warrants have 'O' as the fifth letter. CHI-X quoted warrants have ‘C’. All MINIs have 'K', 'M' or 'Q' as the fourth letter.  
GSL MINIs have 'L' and Instalment MINIs have 'J'. 
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Previous day’s top warrants by value and volume 

Warrant Code Value Citi Warrant Code Volume Citi 

XJOKCB $796,657 Citi Buys Z1PKOC       282,000  Citi Buys 

XJOKCF $657,620 Citi Buys PDNJOC       250,000  Intraday 

MQGKOM $307,305 Citi Sells XJOKCB       179,684  Citi Buys 

BHPJOP $303,406 Citi Buys XJOKCF       123,000  Citi Buys 

XJOKCX $299,501 Citi Buys S32KCE       108,626  Citi Sells 
 

Stopped Out Warrants 

Warrant Code  Strike    Stop Loss Remaining Value Stop Loss Date Final Listing Date 

PTMKOC 1.9327 2.41 $0.470 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

AMPJOC 0.7647 0.88 $0.120 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

XJOKCB 6594.2348 6970.00 $3.590 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

XJOKCF 6488.6342 6860.00 $3.670 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

TLSKOK 3.4514 3.92 $0.465 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

AKEKOD 7.5078 9.36 $1.830 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

MFGJOB 16.0004 18.35 $2.190 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

QANKOB 4.0719 4.67 $0.590 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

BSLKOD 15.1396 18.12 $2.820 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

BVSKOA 1.8448 2.12 $0.260 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

LLCKCC 8.8345 10.13 $1.255 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

PTMSO2 1.9317 2.41 $0.465 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

XROKOA 102.3564 112.25 $9.330 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

DOWKOG 4.6036 5.28 $0.665 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

TCLKCB 10.9048 12.50 $1.595 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

CSRKCC 4.7178 5.41 $0.690 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/d2cb1cfc-5aa4-492c-9c5e-3a2ce37f2540/Minis-Strike-and-Stop-Loss-Consolidated.pdf
https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/7268a393-ca33-4065-b11f-d26c71df3721/Minis-Strike-and-Stop-Loss-Consolidated.xls
https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/f638a342-4dcb-42e3-8dbf-ee9552557182/Instal-MINIs-Pricing-Consolidated.pdf
https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/df0e52fc-d0c5-4ff5-897f-bf40f5b00225/Bonus-Pricing.pdf
https://au.citifirst.com/EN


 

TYRKOD 1.9443 2.23 $0.285 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

HM1JOB 2.5250 3.15 $0.605 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

SPFKOH 4175.7365 4330.00 $2.160 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

MPLKCB 2.7934 3.20 $0.375 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

CBAKOF 86.0052 96.03 $10.000 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

SHLKOE 33.3696 38.26 $4.870 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

SPFMOG 4095.9159 4247.00 $2.120 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

WTCKOA 41.3457 49.44 $8.010 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

GPTKCC 4.3413 4.98 $0.645 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

DJXMOI 32739.4276 33951.00 $17.010 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

NDXMOB 13465.4813 14098.00 $8.890 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

CSLKCB 228.3357 261.77 $33.020 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

DJXMOK 31967.5899 33151.00 $16.650 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

ZCLMOR 102.7333 87.60 $2.11 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 

NDXMOD 13276.1289 13898 $8.690 25/01/2022 28/01/2022 
 

 

Overnight Summary 

HEADLINES 

• The Fed signaled it'll hike rates as early as March then shrink its bond holdings to fight the hottest inflation in a 
generation. The FOMC "expects it will soon be appropriate to raise the target range for the federal funds rate," 
according to a statement. Officials stopped short of specifying March as the starting point of rate liftoff and 
reiterated that "risks to the economic outlook remain, including from new variants of the virus." Jerome Powell 
is set to meet the press within minutes, and his views on whether a 50 bp increase is in the cards and what a 
faster and earlier balance sheet runoff could entail will be watched closely. 

• Antony Blinken said the U.S. delivered its response to Russia's security demands. Representatives from 
Germany, France, Russia and Ukraine met in Paris in the latest diplomatic step over Moscow's troop buildup. 
The Biden administration urged Americans to leave Ukraine, citing "the increased threat of Russian military 
action." U.K. Ambassador to the U.S. Karen Pierce reiterated that Vladimir Putin faces "very severe sanctions" 
if there's an invasion, while Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said the Kremlin will respond to any 
"aggressive" moves. 

• China criticized U.S. diplomats seeking to exit the country due to its virus rules. BioNTech plans a 50% boost in 
staff at its biggest German factory this year. That's as more than 10 billion Covid-19 vaccine doses have been 
administered across the globe.  

 

 

RATES 

AUS 3yr 98.52 (-1.5bp)  |  AUS 10yr 97.97 (-4.0bp)  |  US 10yr 1.85 (+7.7bp)  |  Bund 10yr -0.07 (+0.6bp) 

• US Treasuries were sold off on the back of Powell’s comments at the FOMC rate decision meeting – 2y yields 
rising 6.94bps, 5y up 9.48bps, 10y up 7.05bps, and 30y up 4.58bps. The Fed kept rates unch at 0.25% but 
Powell reiterated the Fed is “willing to move sooner” and “faster” than last time in shrinking the balance sheet. 
Powell also claimed that ensuring inflation does not become “entrenched” has become the priority for the Fed. 
Powell also indicated rate hikes would be more rapid and did not rule out hiking at every FOMC meeting. 
Following the meeting, Fed-dated OIS was pricing in 105bps of rate hikes this year (up 5bps from pre-meeting), 
with 27bps priced into the March meeting. In other economic news, new home sales exceeded expectations, 
growing at 11.9% MoM against the anticipated 2.2%, reaching a nine-month high as demand stays strong 
despite high prices and limited inventory. Retail inventories grew 4.4% MoM, higher than the expected 1.5%, 
whilst wholesale inventories also grew faster than expectations at 2.1% (against the expected 1.2%). The 
advance goods trade balance fell further into a record deficit at -$101.0b (against the expected -$96.0b), as 
imports continue to rise. In auction news, the 119-day bill drew 0.28% at a bid-to-cover of 3.20 (higher than the 
previous 3.08), indicating stronger demand. 

• EU: In EU bonds, there was bear steepening seen across the region. Italian bonds were in focus especially as 
political uncertainty following a third day of voting fails to elect a president, resulting in their spread over bunds 
to be the widest since September 2020. Bunds and Gilts also followed the Euro-zone trend as haven buying 
flows were unwound for a second day ahead of the Fed rate decision. Finland was also notable after a 20-year 
syndicated sale attracts only half the record demand seen in 2020 leading to underperformance against core 
and semi-core peers. 

• AU: Following the strong 3.5% inflation print for Q4 2021 compared to consensus of 3.2% on Tuesday, Aussie 
bond futures’ 3s10s have continued to bull flatten with overnight changes seeing the spread fall 2.5bps to 0.55%, 
with the 10y yields lifting 4bps to 2.03%, and the 3y yield rising 1.5bps to 1.48%. 



 

EQUITIES 

S&P500 4,424.41 (+1.56%)  |  Stoxx600 467.31 (+1.68%)  |  FTSE100 7,469.78 (+1.33%) 

• After two volatile days of trading, US stocks rallied on Wednesday ahead of the first Federal Reserve meeting 
of the year. Major averages eyed off their biggest daily increases of 2022, although began to sell off moderately 
after Powell’s announcement. The S&P 500 was up 1.56% at the time of writing, led by a 2.71% increase in 
information technology stocks. Tech stocks rallied after strong results from Microsoft and Texas Instruments 
underlined the sector’s growth outlook and eased investor concerns ahead of the Fed meeting. Utilities and 
consumer staples were the biggest laggards of the day, falling -0.29% and -0.15% respectively. Advancing 
+13.48%, Corning contributed the most to the S&P index gain on Wednesday after the communications 
equipment company posted its fourth quarter results and first quarter outlook ahead of consensus. Meanwhile, 
F5 was the biggest drag on the index, down -9.96% after downgrading its full year revenue forecast, citing 
supply-chain constraints. Electric vehicle stocks outperformed on Wednesday amid the broader bounce-back in 
the markets and in anticipation of Tesla’s fourth quarter results which will be released after the close. Tesla was 
up +4.42% ahead of its announcement. Rivian Automotive climbed more than +8% after announcing that its 
factory will ramp up output of its R1T pickup to almost 200 delivery-ready units a week. In other news, Apple 
achieved its highest-ever market share in China in the fourth quarter thanks to its iPhone 13, outselling key 
competitors Vivo and Huawei. Despite national unit sales shrinking -9% amid chip shortages and an economic 
slowdown, Apple’s sales volume surged +32% YoY in the quarter. 

• European stocks rallied the most in seven weeks as dip buyers returned before the Fed’s meeting. The Stoxx 
600 rose 1.68% by the close, with Energy (+4.05%) posting the biggest gain since November 2020 as Brent oil 
hit $90 for the first time since October 2014, signalling tight supply. Other cyclical sectors such as Real Estate 
(+2.43%) and Tech (+2.36%) also outperformed. International Consolidated Air (+7.39%) rallied after the airlines 
tracked by FlightRadar24 showed an average 37% YoY increase in flights. Vestas Wind Systems (+5.81%) 
gained, reversing an earlier decline after guidance for 2022 was met with relief, resulting in other European 
renewables rebounding. AutoStore (+12.14%) gained after being raised to a buy at Citi. Orpea (-20.88%) 
continued to plunge after its CEO was summoned to the French minister for elderly policy; the French nursing 
home operator denied allegations that it offered a journalist money to not publish a book criticising it. Unilever 
(-2.67%) fell after its new organisational structure reinforced speculation that the company will change its 
portfolio of businesses. Meanwhile, the FTSE 100 rallied 1.33%, with Energy (+4.92%), Materials (+2.36%) and 
Financials (+1.90%) leading the index, while Tech (-1.38%), Consumer Staples (-1.05%) and Utilities (-0.29%) 
lagged. 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

AUDUSD 0.7122 (-0.56%)  |  DXY 96.257 (+0.32%)  |  EURUSD 1.1257 (-0.43%) 

• The dollar jumped higher against its haven peers as Treasury yields and share prices rose (DXY +0.32%, SPX 
+1.56%), with the Fed opting to keep a steady course, ending the taper in March and aligning with expectations 
for a March liftoff. 

• Commodity currencies were down against the greenback despite higher oil prices and the Bloomberg 
commodity index hitting a 7-year high. The Loonie pared gains after the central bank left rates unchanged, but 
hawkish comments from Governor Tiff Macklem prevented further weakness. The Aussie and Kiwi were also 
down overnight. 

• The havens erased their gains from earlier this week with the Yen down -0.64% against the USD and the Euro 
and Pound also down -0.43% and -0.33% respectively against the dollar. UK prime minister Boris Johnson said 
he has no intention of resigning as he awaits the outcome of an investigation into parties held that broke 
pandemic rules. 

COMMODITIES 

Gold 1,819.95 (-1.54%)  |  WTI 87.21 (+1.88%)  |  Copper 4.50 (+1.18%) ^ 

• Energy: Oil rallied overnight with WTI and Brent both up +1.84 and 1.88% respectively after industry estimates 
showed a draw in US stockpiles and tensions over Ukraine continue to mount. 

• Metals: Gold drops the most in almost three months, down -1.54% as US equities climbed after bullish forecasts 
from tech giants. Base metals were broadly up, with nickel and copper leading +1.59% and +1.18% respectively. 
Aluminium edged up slightly +0.06% as the markets continue to monitor Russia's actions as any military move 
may cause supply chain disruptions given they are a major producer. 

• Agriculture: Soybeans climb +2.20% on the back of new forecasts that see Brazil soy exports reaching 85.5m 
tons. 

 
*At time of writing 
 

Overnight Summary  



 

   Last Price  1d (net)  1d (%)  1m (%)  YTD (%)  

Equities                 

S&P 500  4,334.85  -21.60  -0.5%  -8.3%  -9.0%  

Nasdaq  13,542.12  2.83  0.0%  -13.5%  -13.4%  

Dow Jones  34,168.09  -129.64  -0.4%  -5.0%  -6.0%  

Euro Stoxx 50  4,164.60  86.34  2.1%  -2.1%  -3.1%  

FTSE100  7,469.78  98.32  1.3%  1.3%  1.2%  

TOPIX  1,891.85  -4.77  -0.3%  -4.4%  -5.0%  

KOSPI  2,709.24  -11.15  -0.4%  -9.7%  -9.0%  

Shanghai Comp  3,455.67  22.61  0.7%  -4.4%  -5.1%  

ASX200 Futures  6,894.00  -26.00  -0.4%  -6.0%  -6.2%  

VIX Index  31.69  0.53       

Foreign Exchange                 

DXY  96.4810  0.52  0.5%  0.5%  0.8%  

AUDUSD  0.7114  0.00  -0.7%  -1.7%  -2.1%  

EURUSD  1.1241  -0.01  -0.6%  -0.8%  -1.1%  

GBPUSD  1.3463  0.00  -0.3%  0.2%  -0.5%  

USDJPY  114.6100  0.71  0.6%  0.2%  0.4%  

USDCHF  0.9238  0.01  0.7%  -0.7%  -1.2%  

Fixed Income - 10y  %  bps     bps  bps  

Aus (Fut.)  2.05%  6.00   42.50  33.50  

United States  1.86%  9.50   38.74  35.37  

United Kingdom  1.20%  3.36   27.65  22.88  

Germany  -0.08%  0.54   16.92  10.52  

France  0.34%  0.53   21.04  14.21  

Italy  1.33%  3.88   20.66  15.70  

Commodities                 

WTI Crude  86.73  1.13  1.3%  17.5%  15.3%  

Brent Crude  89.30  1.10  1.2%  17.3%  14.8%  

Copper c/lb  444.10  -0.90  -0.2%  1.2%  -0.5%  

Nickel  22,340.00  -64.00  -0.3%  11.4%  7.6%  

Zinc US$/mt  3,572.50  -23.00  -0.6%  1.5%  1.1%  

Aluminium US$/mt  3,092.00  63.50  2.1%  9.0%  10.1%  

Iron Ore US$/mt  130.50  0.21  0.2%  14.3%  16.0%  

Gold US$/oz t  1,817.47  -30.17  -1.7%  0.3%  -0.6%  

Silver US$/oz t  23.48  -0.26  -1.1%  1.8%  0.7%  

Bitcoin USD  37,155.65  575.89  1.6%  -26.9%  -19.8%  

DLCs  Last Price  Aud Price        Spread  

BHP Billiton PLC  2,398.00  45.38  3.0%  10.1%  -0.8%  

Rio PLC  5,434.00  102.84  2.3%  11.7%  4.1%  

South 32 - Lon  209.00  3.96  1.0%  -2.8%  -5.4%  

South 32 -  J'burg  4,400.00  4.03  2.3%  3.4%  -7.2%  

Janus Henderson  35.54  49.96  -0.8%  -15.5%  -0.4%  

Virgin Money  192.20  3.64  5.2%  8.0%  -6.8%  

NWS A  21.29  29.93  -1.8%  -4.7%  1.1%  

ADRs  Last Price  Aud Price        Spread  

BHP  64.43  45.28  0.9%  7.5%  -0.6%  

Rio  73.93  103.92  0.3%  11.7%  3.0%  



 

CSL  93.11  261.77  -0.1%  -11.9%  -1.3%  

James Hardie  33.25  46.74  -1.1%  -17.6%  0.5%  

ResMed  229.83  32.31  -1.0%  -11.2%  0.7%  

Amcor  11.74  16.50  -0.4%  0.7%  0.7%  

Square  111.31     -3.5%  -33.6%  -31.1%  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source Bloomberg 
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For further information please contact the CitiFirst Sales desk on 1300 30 70 70.  To unsubscribe, please email citifirst.warrants@citi.com. 

DISCLAIMER 

This communication is provided in Australia by Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Limited (ABN 64 003 114 832 and AFSL 240992, Participant of the ASX Group and of Chi-X 
Australia), Citigroup Pty Limited (ABN 88 004 325 080, AFSL No. 238098) and/or Citibank, N.A., Sydney Branch (ARBN 34 072 814 058). Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Limited is 
not an Authorised Deposit-Taking Institution under the Banking Act 1959, nor is it regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. Citibank N.A. is a body incorporated in the 
United States of America. Pursuant to Australian Securities and Investments Commission Class Order 03/1101, Citibank N.A. is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian 

financial services licence under the Corporations Act (2001) in respect of financial services. Citibank N.A. is regulated by the Comptroller of the Currency of the US and by the Federal 
Reserve System of the US, under US laws which may differ from Australian laws.  

Where this communication is distributed outside Australia it is distributed through authorised affiliates (collectively, “Citi”).  

Investors should ensure they read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) associated with each warrant in its entirety prior to making an investment decision. All of the PDS’ are 
available on the CitiFirst Warrants website at www.citifirst.com.au. 

This communication is prepared by individual sales and/or trading personnel of Citi who are not research analysts, and the information in this communication is not intended to constitute 
“research” as that term is defined by applicable regulations. Unless otherwise indicated, any reference to a research report or research recommendation is not intended to represent the 
whole report and is not in itself considered a recommendation or research report. All views, opinions and estimates expressed in this communication (i) may change without notice and (ii) 
may differ from those views, opinions and estimates held or expressed by Citi or other Citi personnel.  

This communication is provided for information and discussion purposes only, is subject to change without notice, is strictly confidential, may not be reproduced and is intended for your 
use only. It does not include a number of terms and conditions that will be included in any actual transaction and final terms and conditions are subject to further discussion and 
negotiation nor does it purport to identify all risks (direct or indirect). This communication is not a commitment to deal in any product, offer financing or enter into any transaction described 
herein. Unless otherwise indicated, (i) it does not constitute an offer or recommendation to purchase or sell any financial instruments or other products, (ii) it does not constitute a 
solicitation if it is not subject to the rules of the CFTC (but see discussion above regarding communication subject to CFTC rules) and (iii) it is not intended as an official confirmation of 
any transaction. Unless otherwise expressly indicated, this communication does not take into account the investment objectives or financial situation of any particular person. Recipients of 
this communication should obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances from their own tax, financial, legal and other advisors before making an investment decision, and 
only make such decisions on the basis of the investor's own objectives, experience and resources. The information contained in this communication is based on generally available 

information and, although obtained from sources believed by Citi to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness cannot be assured, and such information may be incomplete or condensed.  

Citi is not acting as your agent, fiduciary or investment adviser and is not managing your account. The provision of information in this communication is not based on your individual 
circumstances and should not be relied upon as an assessment of suitability for you of a particular product or transaction. It does not constitute investment advice and Citi makes no 
recommendation as to the suitability of any of the products or transactions mentioned. Even if Citi possesses information as to your objectives in relation to any transaction, series of 

mailto:elizabeth.tian@citi.com
mailto:carsten.jensen@citi.com
http://www.citifirst.com.au/
http://www.citifirst.com.au/


 

transactions or trading strategy, this will not be deemed sufficient for any assessment of suitability for you of any transaction, series of transactions or trading strategy. Save in those 
jurisdictions where it is not permissible to make such a statement, we hereby inform you that this communication should not be considered as a solicitation or offer to sell or purchase any 
securities, deal in any product or enter into any transaction. You should make any trading or investment decisions in reliance on your own analysis and judgment and/or that of your 

independent advisors and not in reliance on Citi and any decision whether or not to adopt any strategy or engage in any transaction will not be Citi’s responsibility. Citi does not provide 
investment, accounting, tax, financial or legal advice; such matters as well as the suitability of a potential transaction or product or investment should be discussed with your independent 
advisors. Prior to dealing in any product or entering into any transaction, you and the senior management in your organisation should determine, without reliance on Citi, (i) the economic 
risks or merits, as well as the legal, tax and accounting characteristics and consequences of dealing with any product or entering into the transaction (ii) that you are able to assume these 
risks, (iii) that such product or transaction is appropriate for a person with your experience, investment goals, financial resources or any other relevant circumstance or consideration. 
Where you are acting as an adviser or agent, you should evaluate this communication in light of the circumstances applicable to your principal and the scope of your authority 

The information in this communication, including any trade or strategy ideas, is provided by individual sales and/or trading personnel of Citi and not by Citi’s research department and 
therefore the directives on the independence of research do not apply. Any view expressed in this communication may represent the current views and interpretations of the markets, 
products or events of such individual sales and/or trading personnel and may be different from other sales and/or trading personnel and may also differ from Citi’s published research – 
the views in this communication may be more short term in nature and liable to change more quickly than the views of Citi research department which are generally more long term. On 
the occasions where information provided includes extracts or summary material derived from research reports published by Citi’s research department, you are advised to obtain and 
review the original piece of research to see the research analyst’s full analysis. Any prices used herein, unless otherwise specified, are indicative. Although all information has been 
obtained from, and is based upon sources believed to be reliable, it may be incomplete or condensed and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Citi makes no representation or warranty, 
expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information, the reasonableness of any assumptions used in calculating any illustrative performance information or the accuracy 
(mathematical or otherwise) or validity of such information. Any opinions attributed to Citi constitute Citi’s judgment as of the date of the relevant material and are subject to change 
without notice. Provision of information may cease at any time without reason or notice being given. Commissions and other costs relating to any dealing in any products or entering into 
any transactions referred to in this communication may not have been taken into consideration.  

Any scenario analysis or information generated from a model is for illustrative purposes only. Where the communication contains “forward-looking” information, such information may 
include, but is not limited to, projections, forecasts or estimates of cash flows, yields or return, scenario analyses and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Any forward-looking 
information is based upon certain assumptions about future events or conditions and is intended only to illustrate hypothetical results under those assumptions (not all of which are 
specified herein or can be ascertained at this time). It does not represent actual termination or unwind prices that may be available to you or the actual performance of any products and 

neither does it present all possible outcomes or describe all factors that may affect the value of any applicable investment, product or investment. Actual events or conditions are unlikely 
to be consistent with, and may differ significantly from, those assumed. Illustrative performance results may be based on mathematical models that calculate those results by using inputs 
that are based on assumptions about a variety of future conditions and events and not all relevant events or conditions may have been considered in developing such assumptions. 
Accordingly, actual results may vary and the variations may be substantial. The products or transactions identified in any of the illustrative calculations presented herein may therefore not 
perform as described and actual performance may differ, and may differ substantially, from those illustrated in this communication. When evaluating any forward looking information you 
should understand the assumptions used and, together with your independent advisors, consider whether they are appropriate for your purposes. You should also note that the models 
used in any analysis may be proprietary, making the results difficult or impossible for any third party to reproduce. This communication is not intended to predict any future events. Past 
performance is not indicative of future performance.  

Citi shall have no liability to the user or to third parties, for the quality, accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of any data or calculations contained and/or referred to 
in this communication nor for any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damage which may be sustained because of the use of the information contained and/or 
referred to in this communication or otherwise arising in connection with the information contained and/or referred to in this communication, provided that this exclusion of liability shall not 
exclude or limit any liability under any law or regulation applicable to Citi that may not be excluded or restricted.  

The transactions and any products described herein may be subject to fluctuations of their mark-to-market price or value and such fluctuations may, depending on the type of product or 
security and the financial environment, be substantial. Where a product or transaction provides for payments linked to or derived from prices or yields of, without limitation, one or more 
securities, other instruments, indices, rates, assets or foreign currencies, such provisions may result in negative fluctuations in the value of and amounts payable with respect to such 
product prior to or at redemption. You should consider the implications of such fluctuations with your independent advisers. The products or transactions referred to in this communication 
may be subject to the risk of loss of some or all of your investment, for instance (and the examples set out below are not exhaustive), as a result of fluctuations in price or value of the 
product or transaction or a lack of liquidity in the market or the risk that your counterparty or any guarantor fails to perform its obligations or, if this the product or transaction is linked to the 
credit of one or more entities, any change to the creditworthiness of the credit of any of those entities. 

Citi (whether through the individual sales and/trading personnel involved in the preparation or issuance of this communication or otherwise) may from time to time have long or short 
principal positions and/or actively trade, for its own account and those of its customers, by making markets to its clients, in products identical to or economically related to the products or 
transactions referred to in this communication. Citi may also undertake hedging transactions related to the initiation or termination of a product or transaction, that may adversely affect the 
market price, rate, index or other market factor(s) underlying the product or transaction and consequently its value. Citi may have an investment banking or other commercial relationship 
with and access to information from the issuer(s) of securities, products, or other interests underlying a product or transaction. Citi may also have potential conflicts of interest due to the 
present or future relationships between Citi and any asset underlying the product or transaction, any collateral manager, any reference obligations or any reference entity.  

Any decision to purchase any product or enter into any transaction referred to in this communication should be based upon the information contained in any associated offering document 
if one is available (including any risk factors or investment considerations mentioned therein) and/or the terms of any agreement. Any securities which are the subject of this 
communication have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 as amended (the Securities Act) or any United States securities law, and may not 
be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US person, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a product or transaction, not subject to, the 
registration requirements of the Securities Act. This communication is not intended for distribution to, or to be used by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country which distribution 

or use would be contrary to law or regulation.  

This communication contains data compilations, writings and information that are confidential and proprietary to Citi and protected under copyright and other intellectual property laws, and 
may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise transmitted by you to any other person for any purpose unless Citi’s prior written consent have been obtained.  

Although Citibank, N.A. (together with its subsidiaries and branches worldwide, "Citibank") is an affiliate of Citi, you should be aware that none of the financial instruments or other 
products mentioned in this communication (unless expressly stated otherwise) are (i) insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other governmental authority, or (ii) 
deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citibank or any other insured depository institution.  

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citi and its employees are not in the business of providing, and do not provide, tax or legal advice to any taxpayer outside of Citi. Any statements in this 
communication to tax matters 4 were not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used or relied upon, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties. Any such taxpayer 
should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.  

Citi specifically prohibits the redistribution of this communication in whole or in part without the written permission of Citi and Citi accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third 
parties in this respect.  

Copyright © 2020 Citigroup Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. CITI, CITI and Arc Design, CITIBANK and CITIGROUP are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. and/or 
its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world. 

 


